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Abstract: International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER) is the first fusion provision which will
have enough radioactive inventory to be possibly dangerous for the public environment. Fusion reactors
produce more energies than fission reactors. It is an experimental technology for producing power. Fusion
process requires fuel and a highly confined environment with high temperature and pressure to plasma in which
fusion can occur. As a source of energy, nuclear fusion is expected to have several theoretical advantages over
fission. The flow of a stream of neutrons of a fusion reactor is essential in the conceptual design of all in-vessel
components and overall design of the reactor. In order to prepare the next step towards fusion power
production Test Blanket System will be operated. The next decades are crucially important to putting the world
on a path of reduced greenhouse gas emissions.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

According to the law of energy, "Energy can neither be created nor be destroyed. The total amount of
energy in the universe remains constant. Energy and mass are inter-convertible." Nuclear Fusion is based on the
principle of Energy-Mass inter-convertibility. As the name Thermo-Nuclear suggests, International
Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER) uses thermal energy generated from Nuclear fusion. Nuclear
fusion is a reaction in which two nuclei fuse together and forming a single nucleus releasing some amount of
energy equivalent to the mass difference between the sum of original nuclei and the final nucleus. ITER uses
deuterium and tritium as fuel. Whereas both are isotopes of hydrogen which areabundantly available in nature.
Tritiumis generated in the plants by itself and Deuterium is produced by water bodies having D2O in larger
amounts. It is the world‟s largest nuclear fusion power plants its construction is undergoing in France, nearby
Cadarache. The seven members of ITER are the European Union (EU), India, China, Japan Russia, South Korea
and the United States. It is being an experimental reactor, it will allow the study of fusion reaction which
governs the Sun and other Stars.

II.

Fuel Of Iter

The fuel of an ITER is the deuterium and tritium. Where both are isotopes of hydrogen whereas
isotopes are those elements having the same atomic number but different mass numbers the atomic number of
deuterium is 2 and an atomic number of tritium is 3 but the mass number for both are 1 is same as that of
hydrogen. Where deuterium and tritium are abundantly available in nature. Deuterium is produced from heavy
water whereas light water has two hydrogen atom in its molecule while heavy water has two deuterium atom in
its molecule. Naturally occurring tritium is extremely rare on earth, where some amounts are formed by the
interaction of the atmosphere with cosmic rays. There are three types of tritium production facility they are the
fissile type, accelerator production tritium and fusion type.Tritium is a radioisotope of hydrogen produced in
small level in nature by cosmic rays and decays at the amount of about 5.5% per year.Both fusion and fission
facilities produce tritium by the absorption of thermalized neutrons in lithium target materials, via the reaction
6
Li (n, α) 3H. Mostly it can be produced by irradiating lithium metal or lithium-bearing ceramic pebbles in a
nuclear reactor. Charging will happen in three stages that is hydrogen operation, followed by deuterium
operation, and finally full deuterium-tritium operation. Only fewer grams of fuel is being in the plasma at any
provided instant. This makes a fusion reactor especially concerned in its fuel consumption and also gives
important safety advantages to the foundation.

III.

Working Of Iter

Take two forms of isotopes of hydrogen, squash they together and you get a helium atom and a very
energetic subatomic particle called a neutron. The product of the reaction is a fraction lighter than its atomic
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ingredients and by Einstein‟s famous equation E=MC that tiny loss of mass results in a colossal release of
energy. No materials on earth could withstand contact with high such temperatures. To achieve fusion, ITER
will use a device called tokomak, which holds the reacting plasma away from the furnace‟s walls with intense
magnetic fields. The main aim of the ITER is to generate 500 megawatts of fusion power. In center of the sun,
tremendous gravitational pressure enables fusion to take place at temperatures of about 15 million °C. Then the
temperature needed to achieve the fusion reaction is much higher. Fusion allows a reliable, long-term root of
supply, with major support. The powerful magnets that will help to fix and control the plasma are then turned on
and the low-density gaseous fuel is injected into the vacuum vessel by a gas injection process.

Fig 1. Working of ITER

IV.

Tokomak

The word derives from the Russian acronym that stands for toroidal chamber with magnetic coils.
Tokamak is a device which is used to confine the plasma in the toroidal surface using magnetic fields. If the fuel
is in solid form it is hard to move in a vessel, therefore, the fuel is sent in the form of plasma. Torus is a shape
which is obtained by rotating a closed curvature. Torus is in a tube-like structure. The tokamak complex is the
basement of the part of the second confinement barrier. At the starting, the tokamak was supported vertically by
18 metallic columns embedded in this basement. Tokamak plays a vital role in ITER construction. Inside the
tokamakduring fusion reactions the energy produced are absorbed as heat through the walls in the vessels. This
device is made up of two types of magnetic coils they are the toroidal and poloidal coils, wheras it creates the
magnetic fields both in vertical and horizontal directions. The one of the main challenge of the tokomak is the
magnetic field strength which is greater than 13.5 Tesla. The tokomak device is the systematic process to
harness the energy of fusion. This method is quite powerful since the electrical conductivity of 10 Kev plasma is
20 times higher than that of Cu at room temperature.

Fig 2. Tokomak representation
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4.1 Advanced Tokomak Research
In 1993, the review of the steady state tokomak reactor was given, and it covered the physical need of a
high bootstrap current fraction, confinement enhancement factors, non-inductive current drive, MHD stability
including disruption probability, power and particle control and the need for new research directions.Later in
1994, Goldston delivered a speech on advanced tokomak physics in TPX design activity to evaluate the physics
needs for the steady state tokomak. Then the steady state tokomak research is called by the name of “Advanced
Tokomak”.

V.

Demo (Demonstration Fusion Power Station)

Once the systematic and engineering methods have been examined on ITER, the succeeding stage will
be to make a demonstration fusion power plant combining the events. Plans are earlier improved for this model
machine, identified as „DEMO'. DEMO will offer two gigawatts of electrical power to the network, a
comparable output to a usual electrical power plant, and will be online by 2050. If victorious, it will commence
to the first generation of practical fusion power stations. Behind DEMO, the last step to creating fusion energy
would be the development of a model reactor, fully optimized to provide electricity competitively. The
timescale for such a model depends massively on the state will to arrive at this stage, but most estimates place
this stage of fusion energy improvement in the core of the century.

Cooling Layouts Of Iter
ITER uses thermal pipes where the pipes are attached on both sides of the vessel by using tungsten
inert gas welding. whereas the tungsten won‟t get contaminated and there will be no smoke. Helium gas is
passed is passed in thermal pipes to cool and the deflection is noted using thermocouples. Where the
temperature is approximately 77k then liquid nitrogen is used while the temperature is approximately 4k then
the helium gas is preferred. The TIG welding for the attachment of cooling pipes is proved good enough to lose
the transferred heat from the pedestal ring to the coils. This method could increase the contact area between the
pipe and the plate should be developed to get good performance. The tungsten inert gas is preferred for welding
its why because it won‟t get contaminated and there is no smoke. It is the reason why tungsten is specifically
preferred for welding. It is one of the heat exchange efficiency of the ITER.
5.1 Cryostat
It is a cooling device which is used to cool the vessel where the high-temperature plasma is confined.
This is made up of stainless steel. It can withstand the temperature of about 80K. It also requires a certain
height, length, breadth etc ….during construction. The four main components of the cryostat are the top lid,
upper cylinder, lower cylinder, base section. The major drawbacks in the cryostat cooling device are it is made
up of valves and many technical components all the components should be replaced in particular period of time
if not it gets damaged and stop working it should be maintained carefully. There will be stray heat removal in
the reactor. One of the largest vacuum vessel in the world is ITER cryostat.
5.2 Cooling design using electron cyclotron launcher
The cyclotron was first invented on June 16, 1977, by Kolkata for cancer treatment. The ITER is
provided with four electron cyclotron which is used to accelerate the charged particle to produce high energies
and each EC (Electron Cyclotron) produces microwaves which are used to maintain the instabilities of the
plasma. The receiver is installed in each port plugs. During operation, it will be heated by nuclear heating from
photons, neutrons and thermal radiation from the plasma. To overcome this problem the port plug is made up of
some cooling circuits. By updating this technique it can withstand the temperature of about 600KW and shows
the flow of good characteristics. This design allows withstanding the high temperature and pressure drop out.

VI.

Test Blanket System

In ITER the first wall of the vacuum vessel is surrounded by a test blanket system and it is made up of
lithium. Tritium can be produced within the tokamak when the neutrons escaping from the plasma it interacts
with specific element lithium present in the blanket. The tritium breeding blanket plays an important role in the
second source of tritium and for the large scale power production. The important aspects of the test blanket
system of an ITER are identified and described by the working committee group of TBM (Test Blanket Module)
program.Japan, Korea, India and China are also developing their own TBMs for ITER. The potential is there for
developing in parallel different degrees of expertise. Whatever, it is the opportunity today to invest in and test
today a technology that will be never necessary tomorrow because of new invention and update.
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VII.

Iter Instrumentation And Control System

The ITER system is a risk and secretly challenging, and combining its many sub-systems into a single
muddled system is complimentary for the ITER project to meet its aim. The integration being faced now and
expected in the near future. Standardization action by the ITER central team to reduce the risks. The architecture
of the ITER I&C system, the current status of design and manufacture and developments are done in recent
years and the current and recent works of the central I&C teams. To meet ITER main objectives there are many
challenges to be faced and overcome during the manufacture and integration of the ITER I&C system. A large
range of work has been done, are in progress and are planned to check that the I&C integration will be achieved
on time and it will be a success.

VIII.

Iter Location

ITER is the largest international project. It took a long time for the members to decide the
location.ITER project officially initiated and the conceptual design activities ran from (1988-1990). In 2005
India officially became part of ITER. The site construction of ITER has been chosen in 2005 but officially in
2008 the site preparation starts and it is completed in 2009. Canada suggested Clarington in May 2001 but due
to some inconvenience, it is canceled. Now the ITER is located in southern France nearby cadarache. It requires
a very large area of about 180 hectares.
To protect accidents with high output. The radiological hazards to the workers, the public and the
environment are needed to be evaluated and controlled. To shelter in all situation that subjection to hazards
within the reactor and due to the release of dangerous material from the reactor is controlled and is achieved in a
reasonable way. To minimize the radioactive waste hazards to the extent reasonably achievable. To safeguard
that the consequences of accidents and event are limped and that the opportunities are small. The main objective
is to protect the workers, the public and the environment from harm.
IX.
Radiation Aspects
In ITER there will be no large radioactive waste. The major by-product after the operation is helium,
inert gas, and non-toxic gases. There are no long-lived radionuclides. The radiation can be recycled or reused
within 100 years. The liberation of radiation can be stored for a long time in the storehouse for about 50 years
and it can be reused as a fuel in the ITER. The ITER machine equipment is subjected to a high radiation field.
High performance is needed and therefore the selection of material during construction under irradiation is
essential.

X.

Conclusion

No materials on earth could withstand the high temperature and pressure during operation. By
updating the cooling device it is very useful to produce large scale power production. By using 50MW power in
ITER can produce 500MW. Fusion reactor ITER produces power four times greater than the fission reactor.
Power plays an important role in our day to day life, therefore by implementing the fusion reactor in our country
India it is very profitable. Still, this reactor needs innovation.
Fusion, therefore, could have a key role to perform in the energy exchange of the tomorrow, with the potential
to generate at least 20% of the world's electricity by 2100.
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